


KJV Bible Word Studies for DOUBLED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

redoubled 06495 ## p@qach-qowach {pek-akh-ko'- akh} ; from 06491 {redoubled} ; opening (of a dungeon)
, i . e . jail-delivery (figuratively , salvation for sin) : -- opening of the prison . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

4 - doubled 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- doubled , 3717 , 8138 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God

Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

doubled , GEN_41_32,

doubled , EXO_28_16 , EXO_39_09 ,

doubled , EZE_21_14,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

doubled Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a 
span [shall be] the breadth thereof.

doubled Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.

doubled Eze_21_14 # Thou therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite [thine] hands together, and let the 
sword be doubled the third time, the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men that are] slain, 
which entereth into their privy chambers.

doubled Gen_41_32 # And for that the dream was doubled unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] because the thing [is] 
established by God, and God will shortly bring it to pass.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

doubled a span Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, 
and a span [shall be] the breadth thereof.

doubled the third Eze_21_14 # Thou therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite [thine] hands together, and
let the sword be doubled the third time, the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men that are] 
slain, which entereth into their privy chambers.

doubled unto Pharaoh Gen_41_32 # And for that the dream was doubled unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] 
because the thing [is] established by God, and God will shortly bring it to pass.

doubled Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



doubled GEN 041 032 And for that the dream <02472 +chalowm > was {doubled} <08138 +shanah > unto 
Pharaoh <06547 +Par twice <06471 +pa ; [ it is ] because <03588 +kiy > the thing <01697 +dabar > [ is ] 
established <03559 +kuwn > by God <00430 +>elohiym > , and God <00430 +>elohiym > will shortly <04116 
+mahar > bring <06213 + it to pass <06213 + . doubled EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ 
being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , 
and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . doubled EXO 039 009 It was 
foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > :
a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth 
<07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

doubled ^ Exo_39_09 / doubled /^ 

doubled ^ Exo_28_16 / doubled /^a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a span [shall be] the breadth 
thereof. 

doubled ^ Eze_21_14 / doubled /^the third time, the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men 
that are] slain, which entereth into their privy chambers. 

doubled ^ Gen_41_32 / doubled /^unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] because the thing [is] established by God, and 
God will shortly bring it to pass. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

doubled Exo_39_09 It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] {doubled}. 

doubled Exo_28_16 Foursquare it shall be [being] {doubled}; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a 
span [shall be] the breadth thereof. 

doubled Eze_21_14 Thou therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite [thine] hands together, and let the 
sword be {doubled} the third time, the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men that are] slain, 
which entereth into their privy chambers. 

doubled Gen_41_32 And for that the dream was {doubled} unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] because the thing [is] 
established by God, and God will shortly bring it to pass. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

doubled Exo_28_16 Foursquare (07251 +raba( ) it shall be [ being ] {doubled} (03717 +kaphal ) ; a span (02239 +zereth ) [ shall be ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , and a span (02239 +zereth ) [ shall be ] the breadth 
(07341 +rochab ) thereof . 

doubled Exo_39_09 It was foursquare (07251 +raba( ) ; they made (06213 +(asah ) the breastplate (02833 +choshen ) double (03717 +kaphal ):a span (02239 +zereth ) [ was ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , and a span 
(02239 +zereth ) the breadth (07341 +rochab ) thereof , [ being ] {doubled} (03717 +kaphal ) . 

doubled Eze_21_14 Thou therefore , son (01121 +ben ) of man (00120 +)adam ) , prophesy (05012 +naba) ) , and smite (05221 +nakah ) [ thine ] hands (03709 +kaph ) together , and let the sword (02719 +chereb ) be 
{doubled} (03717 +kaphal ) the third (07992 +sh@liyshiy ) time , the sword (02719 +chereb ) of the slain (02491 +chalal ):it [ is ] the sword (02719 +chereb ) of the great (01419 +gadowl ) [ men that are ] slain (02491 
+chalal ) , which entereth into their privy (02314 +chadar ) chambers (02315 +cheder ) . 

doubled Gen_41_32 And for that the dream (02472 +chalowm ) was {doubled} (08138 +shanah ) unto Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) twice (06471 +pa(am ) ; [ it is ] because (03588 +kiy ) the thing (01697 +dabar ) [ is ] 
established (03559 +kuwn ) by God (00430 +)elohiym ) , and God (00430 +)elohiym ) will shortly (04116 +mahar ) bring (06213 +(asah ) it to pass (06213 +(asah ) . 
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doubled , EX , 28:16 , EX , 39:9 doubled , EZE , 21:14 doubled , GE , 41:32 doubled Interlinear Index Study 
doubled GEN 041 032 And for that the dream <02472 +chalowm > was {doubled} <08138 +shanah > unto 
Pharaoh <06547 +Par twice <06471 +pa ; [ it is ] because <03588 +kiy > the thing <01697 +dabar > [ is ] 
established <03559 +kuwn > by God <00430 +>elohiym > , and God <00430 +>elohiym > will shortly <04116 
+mahar > bring <06213 + it to pass <06213 + . doubled EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ 
being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , 
and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . doubled EXO 039 009 It was 
foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > :
a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth 
<07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > . doubled EZE 021 014 Thou therefore , son 
<01121 +ben > of man <00120 +>adam > , prophesy <05012 +naba> > , and smite <05221 +nakah > [ thine ] 
hands <03709 +kaph > together , and let the sword <02719 +chereb > be {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > the third 
<07992 +sh@liyshiy > time , the sword <02719 +chereb > of the slain <02491 +chalal > : it [ is ] the sword 
<02719 +chereb > of the great <01419 +gadowl > [ men that are ] slain <02491 +chalal > , which entereth into 
their privy <02314 +chadar > chambers <02315 +cheder > . dream was doubled unto pharaoh twice sword be 
doubled - doubled , 3717 , 8138 , doubled GEN 041 032 And for that the dream <02472 +chalowm > was 
{doubled} <08138 +shanah > unto Pharaoh <06547 +Par twice <06471 +pa ; [ it is ] because <03588 +kiy > the 
thing <01697 +dabar > [ is ] established <03559 +kuwn > by God <00430 +>elohiym > , and God <00430 
+>elohiym > will shortly <04116 +mahar > bring <06213 + it to pass <06213 + . doubled EXO 028 016 
Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall 
be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > 
thereof . doubled EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 
+choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and 
a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > . doubled 
-3717 double , {doubled} , doubled -8138 again , alter , change , changed , changest , disguise , diverse , 
{doubled} , pervert , preferred , repeateth , returneth , second , struck , doubled 028 016 Exo /^{doubled /a span 
shall be the length thereof, and a span shall be the breadth thereof. doubled 021 014 Eze /^{doubled /the third 
time, the sword of the slain : it is the sword of the great men that are slain , which entereth into their privy 
chambers . doubled 041 032 Gen /^{doubled /unto Pharaoh twice ; it is because the thing is established by God , 
and God will shortly bring it to pass . doubled 4 - doubled And for that the dream was {doubled} unto Pharaoh 
twice; [it is] because the thing [is] established by God, and God will shortly bring it to pass. doubled Foursquare it
shall be [being] {doubled}; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a span [shall be] the breadth thereof. doubled 
It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, and a span the breadth 
thereof, [being] {doubled}. doubled Thou therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite [thine] hands together, and 
let the sword be {doubled} the third time, the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men that are] slain, 
which entereth into their privy chamber s. 



doubled , EX , 28:16 , EX , 39:9 doubled , EZE , 21:14 doubled , GE , 41:32









doubled -3717 double , {doubled} , doubled -8138 again , alter , change , changed , changest , disguise , diverse , 
{doubled} , pervert , preferred , repeateth , returneth , second , struck ,
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doubled Interlinear Index Study doubled GEN 041 032 And for that the dream <02472 +chalowm > was 
{doubled} <08138 +shanah > unto Pharaoh <06547 +Par twice <06471 +pa ; [ it is ] because <03588 +kiy > the 
thing <01697 +dabar > [ is ] established <03559 +kuwn > by God <00430 +>elohiym > , and God <00430 
+>elohiym > will shortly <04116 +mahar > bring <06213 + it to pass <06213 + . doubled EXO 028 016 
Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall 
be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > 
thereof . doubled EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 
+choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and 
a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] {doubled} <03717 +kaphal > . doubled 
EZE 021 014 Thou therefore , son <01121 +ben > of man <00120 +>adam > , prophesy <05012 +naba> > , and 
smite <05221 +nakah > [ thine ] hands <03709 +kaph > together , and let the sword <02719 +chereb > be 
{doubled} <03717 +kaphal > the third <07992 +sh@liyshiy > time , the sword <02719 +chereb > of the slain 
<02491 +chalal > : it [ is ] the sword <02719 +chereb > of the great <01419 +gadowl > [ men that are ] slain 
<02491 +chalal > , which entereth into their privy <02314 +chadar > chambers <02315 +cheder > .



dream was doubled unto pharaoh twice sword be doubled 



doubled Exo_28_16 /^{doubled /a span shall be the length thereof, and a span shall be the breadth thereof. 
doubled Eze_21_14 /^{doubled /the third time, the sword of the slain : it is the sword of the great men that are 
slain , which entereth into their privy chambers . doubled Gen_41_32 /^{doubled /unto Pharaoh twice ; it is 
because the thing is established by God , and God will shortly bring it to pass .



doubled 4 -



- doubled , 3717 , 8138 , 



doubled And for that the dream was {doubled} unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] because the thing [is] established by 
God, and God will shortly bring it to pass. doubled Foursquare it shall be [being] {doubled}; a span [shall be] the 
length thereof, and a span [shall be] the breadth thereof. doubled It was foursquare; they made the breastplate 
double: a span [was] the length thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] {doubled}. doubled Thou 
therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite [thine] hands together, and let the sword be {doubled} the third time, 
the sword of the slain: it [is] the sword of the great [men that are] slain, which entereth into their privy chamber s.
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